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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. William F. Krueger Biography (SC 737), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Born at North Tonawonda, N.Y. Settled at Niagara, N.D. 1883, wed Mary Strassberg 1884. Built a Holland style windmill to grind feed for area farmers. Retired 1914, died 1942.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Photostatic copy of typed biographical sketch (1928) written by son W.H. (Bill) Krueger about his parents, William F. and Mary Strassberg Krueger, his father's move to Niagara, N.D. in 1883, their first home, threshing, the Holland style mill (which resembles a Dutch windmill). Includes three stanzas to a song sung by William Krueger, title unknown.

FOLDER LIST

Photostatic copy of typed biographical sketch (1928) written by son W.H. (Bill) Krueger about his parents, William F. and Mary Strassberg Krueger, his father's move to Niagara, N.D. in 1883, their first home, threshing, the Holland style mill (which resembles a Dutch windmill). Includes three stanzas to a song sung by William Krueger, title unknown.